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NO CHILD CAN BE REFUSED  
MEDICAL TREATMENT OF ANY 
            KIND IN SPAIN  

 

Below are the relevant posts to prove this:-  

 

Ashley Berney - Hi, I have recently tried to register my S1 forms for me 
and my son but was told I need his residencia, which I now have to get 
his birth cert translated.  I already took a photocopy of his EHIC and 
passport to the local doctors to have him on the system. My question is 
can they refuse to see him? I took him yesterday with a temp of 39.9 
and the receptionist said a pediatrician was not available and they would 
not let him see a normal doctor.  I begged for him to be checked over 
but nothing.....I went to estepona emergency that treated him but they 
asked that I go to see the pediatrician today.  My partner went down 
with the forms from the Emergency doc with his EHIC number on, his 
passport and my unstamped S1 form and they once again refused to 
see him, he is 14 months old.  

 

Myra Azzopardi Swainson They CANNOT refuse to see to your 
baby.  Maria Cecilia Tacchi Which law should she use please?  

John Rankin - If you have a major problem again just take him to A + E 
at any hospital for immediate help.  

Ashley Berney - Yea I did that but they wanted him reviewed the next 
day by a pediatrician  

Myra Azzopardi Swainson - Please contact Maria Cecilia Tacchi 
medical advocate and doctor ASAP.  
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Maria Cecilia Tacchi - FIRST: Get yourself registered ASAP and get his 
birth certificate translated/ stamped etc ASAP. .  

SECOND: Until he is registered he can use his EHIC to be seen, and this 
is not only super- urgent medical treatment, but "any treatment that you 
would need to continue with your normal vacation while you at here."  

I know you are not on vacation, but act as if you were. Forget about your 
S1 form, that doesn't have any weight in the healthcare centre!!! Don't 
show it!!!!!! Below is link that says very clearly, 

"Si se trata de menores de 18 años, tendrán derecho a la misma 
atención que cualquier ciudadano español." 

 

http://www.msssi.gob.es/fr/gabinetePrensa/reformaSanidad/faq.htm 

 

Print this page and take it with you, find that passage and highlight it. If 
they won't see him, ask to write a carts de reclamacion.  

The law is on your side EVEN if he doesn't have a Spanish card.  He has 
the EHIC and even without that children should receive medical 
attention.  

THIRD: There are not usually paediatricians on call in healthcare 
centers!!! Only in the hospitals, so if you want a pediatrician go to Costa 
del Sol hospital  

Maria Cecilia Tacchi - EHIC covers everything the EU citizen needs to 
regain his/her normal state. This doesn't include A&E. Only if he needs 
to see a pediatrician for this, he has the right. Even more the Spanish 
constitution, the treaty in children's rights and law 16/2012 give children 
the right to FREE healthcare.    

He should be seen by the pediatrician under the EHIC if he was born in 
the UK, if not he wouldn't need to have the birth certificate translated!!!  
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Myra Azzopardi Swainson- Please note Maria's and my post. They 
cannot refuse to treat children under any circumstances.  

Myra Azzopardi Swainson Annabel Amber McFenton Some of what 
you say is fact. What we are trying to do on this page is disregard all the 
myths circulating (these perpetrated by hospitals, doctors, newspapers, 
forums and fb pages and ourselves) and try to give you all the truth. 
Maria and I are and will continue with other members to get the facts to 
you. I do thank you for trying to help.  

Christopher Brooks - But now not a UK resident, he should have been 
put on the S1 by the DWP as a dependant.  

Myra Azzopardi Swainson   - Please can we all take note of our medics 
and expert on healthcare in Spain?  

Christopher Brooks - Of course, but it doesn't change the facts.  

Myra Azzopardi Swainson- I have to add that for this dear baby, we 
are looking for immediate solutions.  We are giving this. 

What should have been done in the UK will assist others but this baby 
has been very ill.  Annabel Amber McFenton I do all of these things on a 
daily basis in the Communidad Valenciana, and have been doing it for 
over 20 years. I am trying to help, based on what we do here!    

Annabel Amber McFenton - The hospital is seeing him! They need to 
see a peadiatric GP in the local health centre, and cannot as he doesn't 
have a SIP card.  

Myra Azzopardi Swainson -A child cannot be refused any treatment in 
Spain, resident, nonresident, sip or not. As regards paying in a hospital 
in the hope that you will get the money back, NO not for a child though 
the hospital may try. What Maria and I are saying is in the constitution 
and in the laws 'Decreto Real'  

Maria Cecilia Tacchi- Annabel Amber McFenton SIP cards DO NOT 
exist in Andalucía!!!!!!!  

Maria Cecilia Tacchi- They are semi refusing treatment, he was seen 
by a GP, he needs to be seen by a pediatrician for a follow up, and he is 
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not getting it. I do understand Christopher Brooks what you say about 
the EHIC, residencia, etc, I told them to expedite those things.  But the 
child is sick NOW.  Any regulation that gets in the way of giving a child 
correct medical care is wrong. Yes, in theory he cannot use his EHIC, 
but as they are not following the law, the constitution and the universal 
children's right.  I am doing civil disobedience and telling them to use a 
medium that could get them the care they need. And that is my opinion, 
as a doctor, and patient advocate worked in the public system,  

Maria Cecilia Tacchi -One more time, there are no sips or any 
equivalent here in Andalucía,  

Ashley Berney - I got the S1 from Gibraltar as a dependant but it’s not 
easy to get it sorted here, I went down with all my documents but didn’t 
know everything needed translating. I just wanted to know if they are 
allowed to turn a poorly baby away. The emergency doctor wanted him 
to be reviewed today by the pediatrician but I have had no luck with that 
using his EHIC x  

John Rankin - It may be the EHIC that is throwing them, they are 
supposed to be used while on holiday in a foreign EU country and they 
know you live here. That is beside the point though, go back to the 
hospital and tell them the doctor refuses to see him as a patient, they 
must help you there whatever the circumstances.  

Ashley Berney - Just an update went back today to see a different 
receptionist and they apologised and said that he should not have been 
turned away! They have now accepted him for 6 months with my 
unstamped S1. He saw the pediatrician who said also he should not 
have been turned away x  

Myra Azzopardi Swainson – Success! I am so pleased they have 
accepted your son. This is yet further proof of what the group and Maria 
Cecilia Tacchi is.  
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I would like to make a point here. It is important that statements made 
by professionals such as Maria Cecilia Tacchi and I will include myself, 
who have knowledge on this subject.  It can save a lot of time on these 
threads. Ashley Berney has now been able to access legally, healthcare 
for her son. This was an urgent matter and what the poor little boy has 
been through we could not imagine.  The point I try to make hopefully 
today, not upsetting anyone.  There are times to insist on abidance to 
the law and not accept what the system wants.  The facts were given 
early in the thread.  

 

 

Myra Azzopardi Swainson 

08/11/13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   https://www.facebook.com/groups/citizensinspain/ 
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